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DAGMARA 

Dagmara poked at her food as she continued to survey the 
ballroom-turned-banquet hall. This hastily assembled celebration 
called in honor of Aynward’s safe return home wasn’t quite the 
size or scope of a royal wedding ceremony, but it was close. She 
was certainly glad for the music; there was nothing quite like the 
melodic duet of harp and lute, and the singer’s voice seemed an 
instrument of divine making unto itself. The trio of sounds 
flowed about the room like the tireless wait staff. 

Dagmara, sat at the long, rectangular table reserved only for 
those of the royal line and their spouses, in order of succession. 
Her own place at the table was permitted only by virtue of being 
the unmarried daughter to the king. She would be relegated to 
one of the side tables after her wedding to the Scritlandian 
Prince, scheduled to coincide with his coming of age in three 
years’ time. Glancing over, she spotted the boy, her future 
husband, seated at the neighboring table and wondered why such 
a contingent of his family and servants had bothered making the 
trip at all. It was a gesture of respect to be sure, but they had 
already curried enough favor with her father to arrange the first 
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Scritlandian-Dowe wedding in over four generations. Perhaps 
they were here with the hopes of increasing the dowry? 

Catching Aynward’s eye across the table, several seats closer 
to the king, she couldn’t help but laugh to herself as he prattled 
on about one thing or another while Duke Gafford, one seat 
further from the king, sulked and scowled. Their gray-haired 
uncle had always resented his own distance from the throne, 
which had only increased with the birth of their brother, Prince 
Kirous’s, two sons, Tito and Marco, while Prince Perja’s wife, 
Elena, sat plumply awaiting the birth of their next child, who the 
doctors assured everyone would also be a boy. This would bump 
poor Duke Gafford to eighth in line, only adding to the man’s 
already sour disposition. 

Seeing the Duke’s glare reminded Dagmara of the game she 
and Aynward had invented as children to pass the time during 
such gatherings. Each royal had a card and upon each, a 
description, brief genealogy, imagined supernatural abilities, and 
weaknesses. They had done their research, and spent far more 
time learning the secrets of as many within the court as they 
could. Duke Gafford had been one of the few to be awarded 
more than one power; access to unlimited building supplies, 
namely hardwood, but also his ability to immobilize enemies with 
his penetrating glare, which he executed to full effect as Aynward 
released a haughty laugh at one of his own jokes. Aynward said 
something else that Dagmara couldn’t quite catch, and Duke 
Gafford began coughing uncontrollably—not coughing—
choking. 

His wife, Lady Geneva, yelled out as she realized the same 
thing. Aynward was on his feet in an instant. He sidled up to the 
Duke, placed one hand on his chest then slammed the other 
down upon the Duke’s back. 
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The Duke’s face went from red to purple and Dagmara 
thought she was about to bear witness to her the first death in her 
life when something shot out from his mouth to splatter on his 
plate. Aynward apparently hadn’t noticed for he continued to 
pound the man’s back as if he were a percussionist deep in the 
passions of a performance. 

The Duke fell foreward, face landing on his plate before he 
finally had the wherewithal to yell, “Enough! Get off of me you 
bootless dew-beater!” Then he turned and knocked Aynward 
away with both arms, pushing him awkwardly onto the the lap of 
his brother. 

Aynward stayed there and lifted his shiny polished boot 
above the height of the table for all to see. “I’ll have you know 
that I am not without boots. As you can see, mine are in fine 
repair! But if you would like to repay my life-saving kindness with 
a new pair, I’m all for it.” 

He finally hopped down from Kirous’s lap, “A generous 
‘thank you’ would have sufficed.” Then he pulled in his own chair 
and resumed sitting as if nothing happened. 

Duke Gafford ignored Aynward’s theatrics, instead wiping 
the smears of food from his face and beard while his wife, Lady 
Geneva, reminded Dagmara of her power, that of a soothing 
touch; her delicate fingers sliding deftly along the back of the 
Duke’s neck to calm the inferno to a mere crackle. 

That recollection was a reminder to Dagmara that had been 
years since she and Aynward had played their game and that there 
had been several young newcomers to the court; either by 
marriage or birth; they were all currently without cards. But 
Dagmara knew each well enough to at least assign a label or two. 
None of this, of course, meant that their behavior would be 
wholly predictable. For instance, next in line to the Dukedom of 
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Gilliden, Duke Gafford’s son, Baron Chandlen, was heir by 
marriage to the Brongiornyn city of Pramjer to the north. But he 
had foregone his seat at the royal table to sit with his sister 
Jasmen, the recently elevated princess of Kael. While the two 
were siblings, both of their spouses were from kingdoms that 
traditionally held no love for one another, yet they all seemed to 
be getting along well enough at the moment. Curious. She placed a 
mental bookmark there for later investigation. 

Then Dagmara’s eyes were drawn to settle upon a pale, dark 
haired man two seats down, across the table, a guest of honor 
accompanying Braden of Braxton, Lord of East End, emissary to 
the Tal-Don Riders. Dagmara had never outgrown her 
fascination with the magical creatures known as Lumáles, nor 
those who tamed and rode them. King Lupren, and the heir, 
Prince Perja were technically riders, as it was kingdom tradition to 
be trained and bound to a Lumále, but neither one held the kind 
of aura about them as the few true riders she had seen visit the 
capitol here in Salmune. The man sat quietly eating his food 
amongst the din of conversation around him, answering 
questions upon request, but as she watched, he appeared more 
occupied with a continual search of the room, as if he expected 
someone to pull a knife at any moment and did not wish to be 
caught unawares. Perhaps this was just a side effect of being a 
true warrior, while the rest of the sword carrying pretenders in 
the room sat relaxed, boastful, and oblivious. 

Her eyes were drawn away from the rider as the music 
stopped and the room grew suddenly silent. Dagmara turned her 
head to see that her father, The King, had risen to his feet to 
speak. When this silence had fully consumed the room, he leaned 
forward to place his hands upon table and began to speak. 
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“I would like to thank you all for being here this evening. 
Some of you have traveled great distances to be here, while 
others left important business unattended, all of this to celebrate 
the safe return of my youngest, Aynward, a return from disaster 
at the hands of Lugienese aggression in the Isles.” 

He raised a hand, index finger pointing to the sky, “I have 
sent diplomats to treat with the red army, to learn of their 
ambitions, and to seek peace in spite of recent violations of 
freedom of trade across the Glass Sea that we, the Kingdom of 
Dowe, work so hard to maintain.” 

His hand returned to the back of his chair and he shook his 
head, “They have rejected all reasonable requests, and I do not 
believe for a moment that their ambitions will suddenly come to a 
close. Even now, I fear their eyes are fixed upon the Isles city of 
Tung.” 

Several heads around the room nodded their agreement, 
accompanied by murmurs of affirmation. The King quieted the 
room with a hand. 

“We cannot remain idle. Not with such a threat on our 
doorstep. With that in mind, I would like to announce an 
additional purpose for inviting such a contingent of friends, 
family, and allies from across the continent.” 

Dagmara stiffened at her father’s words and her stomach 
turned over. Now it all made sense. The pieces fell into place as 
her father spoke, the motion out of the corner of her eye merely 
confirmed her suspicion. 

“We will need strong allies now more than ever, and few 
things bind kingdoms better than the joining of blood.” 

The young Scritlandian prince proudly approached the 
King’s outstretched hand and took it in his own. Her father 
continued, “I am pleased to announce the wedding of my 
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daughter, Princess Dagmara, to Prince Aldrik of Scritland, in 
three weeks’ time. A dowry has been renegotiated to satisfy the 
immediate needs of the Scritlandian people in the wake of last 
year’s drought; their armies are to be well fed as they prepare to 
defend not only their own borders, but ours as well. With the two 
most powerful Kingdoms aligned to meet the Lugienese threat, I 
have no doubt that we will be able to either dissuade them from 
any further consideration regarding an invasion of the mainland, 
or if needs be, turn them away by force. We may even be able to 
assemble an army in time to defend the Isles city of Tung. 

The reactions of those around the room were immediately 
mixed, but Dagmara’s ability to absorb them withered as the 
crushing weight of her father’s words pressed down upon her. 
She saw her view shift, and realized that her body was answering 
the call to come forward. It was as if she were attempting to 
remember a weeks old dream, the details obscured by a sort of 
haze that was her disbelief. 

Her father had not spoken to her about this change in plans, 
and yet, here she was, standing before dozens of representatives 
from the neighboring kingdoms; her future, a commodity 
exchanged alongside food and wears. 
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